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Xera - B 

Xera for S 3 + DOC 

Xera - A = 2480.00 €   Xera - B = 2960.00 €   Xera  - C = 3640.00 €   

Number of units from 1 to 8  

         no extra charge  

removable cache / producer desk 
 
        while waiting for DOC  

Number of units from 1 to 8  

         no extra charge  

Legs in varnished MDF or Play Wood  Legs in varnished MDF or Play Wood  Legs in varnished MDF or Play Wood  

Xera’s feet are built in 2 finishes, you can choose one of two without extra charge.  

Xera’s feet in semi-matt varnished MDF color with the following choice RAL: https://www.ralcolor.com/  

Xera's feet - PW in natural wood (Play Wood) clear lacquered.  

The rest is made of choice melamine color according to Keoda color chart: http://www.keoda.com/fr/our-offer/serie-avid-s-3/xera-for-s-3#colors  

A removable cache / producer desk is available as an option while waiting for DOC  

armrest 

https://www.ralcolor.com/
http://www.keoda.com/fr/our-offer/serie-avid-s-3/xera-for-s-3#colors
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Xera for S 3 + DOC 
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Xera  - A = 2480.00 €   Xera- B = 2960.00 €   Xera- C = 3640.00 €   

removable cache / producer desk 
 
                        = 146.00 € 

Other configurations on request  prices ex. VAT ex. shipping cost  
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CRC = 116.00 € 

CPD = 146.00 

                           Copyright 2018 All rights reserved.  

       Features and specifications subject to revision without notice. 

X - Stand without adjustable height  

                    =  415.00  €  pair  

X - Stand - AH with adjustable height  

                    =  780.00  €  pair  

Optional accessories  

Unique and revolutionary speaker stands. 

Innovative, versatile, strong and very stable, it can be fixed  

to your desk in the place of your choice, see video. 

This is the ideal solution if you do not have room behind your desk! 

This will save you valuable space in your studio!  

Choice of color according to Keoda color chart.  

Custom top tray at no extra cost.  

See video: http://www.keoda.com/fr/our-offer/speaker-stands/x-stand# 

Unique and revolutionary speaker stands. 

Innovative, versatile, strong and very stable, it can be fixed  

to your desk in the place of your choice, see video. 

This is the ideal solution if you do not have room behind your desk! 

This will save you valuable space in your studio!  

Choice of color according to Keoda color chart.  

Custom top tray at no extra cost.  

See video: http://www.keoda.com/fr/our-offer/speaker-stands/x-stand# 

Cable storage column in an orderly way at the back of the desk. 

A removable cache / producer desk is available as an option while waiting for DOC  

http://www.keoda.com/fr/our-offer/speaker-stands/x-stand
http://www.keoda.com/fr/our-offer/speaker-stands/x-stand

